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REPORT OK GEOMAGNETIC

OF

BESUUKO GOU) MINES LIMITED PROPERTY 

O'SULLIVAN LAKE AREA,THUHDER BAY, OUT.

SUMMARY

The geological survey has outlined the main features of the 

geology and indicated zones of interest. There is a possibility of 

finding asbestos fibre along the peridotite bodies which have been out 

lines, and a zone has been indicated for prospecting for gold and base 

metals* An electrical survey is recommended for sections of the belt 

favourable for sulphides.
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INTRODUCTION

This report covers the preliminary interpretation of a 

magnetometer survey conducted on claims KK 4623 to 4631 inclusive and 

KK 4675 to 4683 inclusive, held by Wesulako Gold Mines*

LOCATION AMD ACCESS

The Wesulako property is located about 25 miles northwest of 

Nakina, on the Canadian National Transcontinental line* It is readily 

accessible by aircraft -which can land on O'sullivan Lake situated on the 

east boundary of the property. It may also be reached by a tractor road 

from Cavell, on the railway, to the property of Lake-Osu Gold Mines.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

Geological mapping of a reconnaissance nature has been

done by geologists of the Ontario Department of Mines. In 1947 more detailed 

mapping was done by W* W* Moorehouse of the Ontario Department of Mines in 

the area around O'sullivan Lake. 

Bibliography;

P* E* Hopkins - Kowkash Gold Area; Ont. Dept, Mines Annual Report, 
Vol. XXVI, 1917, pp. 190-226, Map No. 26a, Scale 
l" - 2 miles.

T. L. Gledhill- Tashota-Onaman Gold Area; Ont. Dept. Mines Annual 
Report Vol. XXXIV, Part VI, 1925, pp. 65 - 85; 
Map No* 34g, Scale l" - 2 miles.

W* W. Moorehouse - Preliminary Report on O'sullivan Lake Area; Ont* 
Dept. Mines Prel. Report 1950-7 and map Scale l" - 
1/2 mile.

Keewatin-type rocks underlie much of the Wesulako property. 

These consist largely of pillow lavas, in most cases highly sheared. 

Associated with these lavas are coarse-grained massive rocks termed
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metadiabase or diorite which are believed to represent to a large extent 

coarse phases of thick Keewatin flows*

Small bands and lenses of rhyolite have been mapped near the 

eastern boundary of the property. It is possible that the rocks mapped as 

rhyolites are in part at least, intrusive.

Extending across the northern portion of the property is a 

band of rocks believed to be characterized by alternating hornblendic and 

feldspathic bands and are often agglomeratic. Masses of coarse amphibolite 

are associated with these rocks*

A sill-like basic intrusive outcrops in the southwest corner 

of the property. This intrusive consists of gabbro and pyroxenite, ..some 

what sheared and altered, with a well-defined serpentine band at the south 

side*

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

A survey was conducted along north-south lines spaced roughly 

300 feet apart using an Askania magnetometer having a sensitivity of 23.0 

gammas per scale division. Readings were taken at 100 foot intervals along 

these lines and along east-west base lines. Intermediate readings were 

also taken where deemed necessary to accurately define magnetic anomalies*

GENERAL INTERPRETATION

A preliminary interpretation of the results of the magnetometer 

survey has been made in sufficient detail to outline the main features of the 

geology and to indicate those sections of the property which appear to be of 

particular interest. Available geological maps do not differentiate in 

detail between the pillow lavas and associated metadiabase, or between the 

metamorphosed tuffs and associated amphibolites* Experience in other areas
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has indicated that, in general, the metadiabase and amphibolite could be 

expected to have slightly higher magnetic susceptibilities than the rocks 

with which they are associated. Certain magnetic horizons in areas under 

lain by volcanic rocks, have been interpreted as the expression of meta 

diabase or amphibolite bands. While the interpreted rock types may not be 

accurate in detail, the trends of these bands serve to outline structure*

High magnetic readings in the southwest corner of the property 

are believed to be the expression of the serpentine zone which has been 

mapped on the south side of a sill-like body of gabbro and pyroxenite. The 

gabbro-pyroxenite complex is not particularly magnetic and is rather 

difficult to distinguish, by magnetics alone* from the volcanic rocks which 

it intrudes. Geological mapping, however, suggests that much of the north 

west section of the properly is underlain by gabbro and pyroxenite.

A number of magnetic anomalies have been outlined in the eastern 

section of the property. Certain of these anomalies may be the expression 

of sill-like basic intrusives or may be the expression of mineralized shear 

zones. It should be noted in this connection that the mineralized zone at 

the Lake Osu Mines contains locally, appreciable amounts of the magnetic 

mineral pyrrhotite, associated with other sulphides and gold.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

A number of cross faults have been interpreted from the results 

of the magnetometer survey. These faults as interpreted trend in a north- 

northeast to north-northwest direction.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

Prospecting on the Wesulako property has indicated a number of 

pyritic mineralized zones. No information is available as to significant
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values obtained from samples of this mineralization or as to location of 

these zones.

Tiny veinlets of asbestos have been reported by Ut* W. Moorehouse 

in the serpentine band which outcrops on the Wesulako property.

There are no producing mines in the area though gold has been 

found associated with mineralized shear zones. The property of Lake Osu 

Mines Limited which adjoins the VIesulako has been extensively tested by 

diamond drilling. This work showed interesting gold values in mineralized 

shear zones in a band of tuffs and in a quartz porphyry dike intruding the 

tuffs. A shaft was sunk, and drifting done on the 150 foot level. Encour 

aging results have been reported from the work done on the quartz porphyry 

dike although the results in the mineralized zone in the tuffs were dis 

appointing.

CONCLUSIONS

Asbestos deposits in northern Ontario and Quebec are associated 

with serpentine rocks, and are commonly localized where the serpentine has 

been subjected to faulting. Further, since magnetite is developed during 

the formation of serpentine, these deposits are generally associated with 

high magnetic anomalies. Since veinlets of asbestos have been reported as 

occurring in the serpentine body which outcrops on "the Wesulako property, 

the high magnetic anomalies in the serpentine are considered to be favour 

able ground for asbestos prospecting, particularly in the vicinity of the 

interpreted cross faults.

No major shear zones can be definitely outlined from the results 

of the magnetometer survey. However, certain magnetic anomalies which may be 

the expression of important shear zones have been indicated on the map. As
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noted above, from the information available at this time, these anomalies 

may be the expression of basic intrusives. It is considered, however, that 

these anomalies are worthy of further investigation. It should be noted in 

this connection that they are located near and along the line of strike of 

the rhyolite bands mapped at the eastern boundary of the property. Rhyolite 

and quartz porphyry which are difficult to distinguish in this area appear 

to be the favoured host rocks for the gold-bearing mineralization of the 

area.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that samples of asbestos fibre be collected 

for testing. If the quality of the fibre appears to be good, consideration 

should be given to going ahead with a programme of stripping or diamond 

drilling as suggested by the depth of overburden in the areas of interest. 

It may be possible to interest an asbestos company, in making a deal for 

exploiting the asbestos possibilities of the property only.

It is further recommended that anomalies Al, A2 and A3 be 

investigated by geological mapping and prospecting, to determine if they 

are of economic inportance. In this connection it should be noted that 

talc schists and serpentine rocks are often found along major shear zones. 

If surface prospecting is inconclusive because of overburden, or if favour 

able indications are found during prospecting, it is recommended that an 

electrical survey be conducted in an attempt to locate any concentration 

of sulphides in these localities.

Respectfully submitted, 

MINING GEOPHYSICS CORPORATION LIMITED

J. C. Prantz N. B. Keevil 
Toronto, October 12, 1950.
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